However, the cost of arbitrariness is that generalities about the language structure, such as the lexical category of a word, are not readily learnable from the sounds of the language. Such systematicity has been seen as advantageous, perhaps even necessary, for learning categories (Braine, 1987) . In this paper, we hypothesize that cultural transmission has shaped language so as to incorporate certain systematic properties of iconic mappings in order to facilitate the learning of lexical categories. Importantly, the iconic mapping is not between form and meaning but between form and lexical category. A crucial prediction from the form-category mapping hypothesis is that current languages ought to reveal systematic relations at the lexical category level even though they are absent in sound-meaning mappings. We tested this prediction by analyzing the 1000 most frequent words from large corpora of child-directed speech in English, Dutch, French, and Japanese. For each language, we assessed approximately 50 cues that measured phonological features across each word. Table 1 shows the number of cues that significantly distinguished function from content words and nouns from verbs in each language (corrected for multiple comparisons). Classifications using discriminant analysis tested that the cues were able to correctly identify the category of a significant proportion of the words (all p < .001).
The presence of significant effects across four distinct languages supported our hypothesis that form-category systematicity is a property of natural languages. Because the number of lexical categories in any language is minimal and restricted, the strict constraints imposed on form-meaning mappings do not apply. Consequently, cultural transmission is likely to have favored languages that incorporate such form-category systematicity as it facilitates initial learning of grammatical structure without sacrificing vocabulary size. Thus, as indicated by our analyses, current languages may have evolved to incorporate an optimal compromise between arbitrary and iconic mappings in language learning.
